Given current international tensions, one may
legitimately doubt our ability to think be
yondlX)litical borders, much less biological
ones.

ultimately of empirical denonstration. Every.
finding of the science of· ecology reinforces
our convron planetary destiny, and I have no
doubt that someday it will be CClIlllron know
ledge that all species "are in this toge
ther" •
But it is a further step to get
humans to act for the convron good.
I agree
with Bellah et. al. that to do so we must
revive the submerged language of civic virtue
--the republican tradition.
Only with the
restoration of the public lX)lity can Ameri
cans create a humane oommunity.

But I am concerned with lX)ssible accomp
lishments, not just easy ones.
It seems to
me that if Americans can be taught to think
of their duties to the 'Hider corrmunity of
which they are a part, and if their notion of
com'llllility can be expanded to encompass our
fragile planet's other inhabitants, basic and
radical changes will take place. The task is
two-fold:
to restore our sense of reslX)nsi
bility for our common life, and to expand our
notion of the COIllllOn to include our fellow
travelers on this blue-green ball.
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Finally, to be consistent, the argument
that benefiting from harms caused to other
fu.imals is always wrong should be applied to
other parts of one's life, as much as lX)ssi
ble. This means giving up animals and animal
products for food, clothing, and so on, ex
cept when it is absolutely essential to use
them.
It would also require an entire re
evaluation of one's relationship to nature.
It means, in short, nothing less than the
search for a whole new way of life. To avoid
the negativisrn of b'1e vie\" that we are always
in the wrong in our dealings with the envi
ronment, let this be thought of as learning
to live in harmony with nature.

Oh, Bother, you are warm beside me
And your milk flows sweetly.
::: v/ould not stray,
But close to you, I learn our way.
Nay vIe frolic in the soft meadow
Wf18re Sllil p:>urs forth ulX)n the grass?
Together graze and linger?
Taste of the clear brook?
Wf" gather with our kind

Beneath the sheltering tree
And. as twilight scents the air
Your loving comforts me.

Notes

Awaiting with bowed heads
'Ehe dawning of tomorrow,
In t...he dark we dream and pray:
Let not the hand of man take us away.
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